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100 (cont.)

book get there? e knows nothing of the book. Ihen he finds it it is the

great book of the law and he brings it to osiah and when he sees it how

can he asume it is written three hundred or more years ago and then someone

would believe it was written by Moses. o the theory that seems so simple

when first presented, when you begin to look into the detailsof it, it just

does not work out and it is not so natural at all but it is pretty hard to

see bow it can be fraud written at that tirie. -i-f someone hid it in the temple

hoping it to be found sometime and then the ones would be pretty stupid when

they found it if they took a work just written in their generation ormaybe

a 100 years before and they found it just lying there but this was the great

book of Moses and it proceeded to have a the effect upon Loses and upon the

king. The critical argument for the book is based on many things in the

book which fit exactly with the reforms of osiah and practically all the

critics agreed a few years ago that the book was written at that time and

definitely in order to deal with these reforms. ow that it has become

accepted by critics that this comes from that period and that this isthe

book that osiah found and Zis much earlier and P is much later, there is

no longer need to stand on the details of it and critics have let their

imagination run and they ask where the parts come from

iPaof. elsh has become greatly convinced that the whole background of this

book is ee-the kingdom of udah and there were the few chapters and they

can later be interpreted in the book and the great background of the book and

they say it is of the general northern kingdom and not of the southern kinr'dom

and they then said this book was doubties written in the northern kingdom

and it comes from up the southern and that is where it isoriginally written

and it was written 2 or 300 years before the time of Josiah. some way it

got down to the southern kingdom arid the additions were made and went into

the temple and found them. Prof. elch and the young man studying under him

a4- received this theory and he was going over to Berlin and study and ue1sh

told him he wished that he would take this material and present &t to Prof.
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